hoteling, moteling, teaming, cocooning, caving

whatever.
Call it what you will, the workplace is changing. And like you, it's now mobile.
so...

so why vice versa?
communication vice versa in the open office
1. Teaming environments are easily created facilitating collaboration.

2. Varying needs for privacy are handled with the memo screen and re-positioning viceversa work tables.

3. Newly formed workspaces provide private niches for concentration. When mirrored, facing work-tables facilitate conversation.

Communication viceversa in the open office:
< 3x3 bookcase >

storage
versatility vice versa in the multi-use office
Tables are configured to suit a training room application. 3. Traditional meeting room configurations are easily adaptable.

versatility viceversa in the multi-use office

1. Tables are configured to suit a training room application.

2. Tables are used to create smaller breakout or discussion groups. Change is brought in specific to the project.

3. Traditional meeting room configurations are easily adaptable.
< rectangle >

< gobie >
flexibility vice versa in the private office
the private office:

viceversa is entirely freestanding and particularly effective in private offices.

1. Tables can be re-arranged to suit individual work styles.
2. Tables and storage can be re-arranged to facilitate productivity and privacy.
3. Tables and storage can be easily re-arranged to suit impromptu meetings.
power
distribution
mobility vice versa in the complete office
the complete office:

Community reference/meeting area. Banks of files house shared information and provide boundary control.

Memo screens provide privacy.

Boulevard panels provide access to power and communication outlets. Toto "docking" station and reference area.

Boulevard and vice versa in a group environment. Team zone uses Memo to shield space while doubling as a dry marker board.

Enclaves offer private retreats from active group environments.

Multi-use area for meeting/training.

Private office for individual processing.

Open office for teaming.

Private office for individual processing.

Space around office to circulate while standing or sitting in a group environment.

multi-use area for meeting/training.

Space for a docking station and reference area.
so... Why vice versa?
because the workplace is changing.
toto, gobie, square, 3hi, cloud, pong panel, dog bone...